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Although what unifies the carcinogenic microorganisms has not been determined by multiple studies, the role of bacteria in the development of neoplasms has not been properly elucidated. In this review, we discuss links between the bacterial species and cancer, with focus on immune responses for the stimulation of tumor cells such as induction of inflammation. Finally, we will describe the potential therapeutic strategies of bacteria on target tumors to improve treatment while mitigating adverse reactions.

Cancer is a series of genetic changes that transform normal cells into tumor cells. These changes come from several reasons, including smoking, drinking alcohol, sunlight, exposure to chemical or physical factors, and finally chronic infection with microorganisms, including bacteria. In fact, bacterial infections are not carcinogenic, but recently it was discovered that the association between bacteria and cancer is through two mechanisms, the first stimulating chronic inflammation and the second producing carcinogenic metabolites. While bacteria are carcinogenic agents also, they have a dual role eliminating and removing tumor cells. However, the traditional cancer treatments that include chemotherapy, radiotherapy, surgery, and immunotherapy increase the chances of survival, and there are many side effects of these therapies, including the high toxicity of tissues and normal cells, could not penetrate the tumor cells, and resistance of these therapies by tumor cells. Therefore, the world has turned to an alternative solution, which is the use of genetically engineered microorganisms; thus, the use of living bacteria targeting cancerous cells is the unique option to overcome these challenges. Bacterial therapies, whether used alone or combination with chemotherapy, give a positive effect to treat multiple conditions of cancer. Also, bacteria can be used as vectors for drug, gene, or therapy, and this is a great step to treat cancer. Thus, we review the mechanisms underlying the interaction of the microbiota residents with cancer. Cancer-associated bacteria differ from those in healthy human and are linked with gene-expression profile. We also discuss how live bacteria interact with tumor microenvironments to induce tumor regression through colonization and spread. Finally, we provide past and ongoing clinical trials that include bacteria targeting tumors.

1. Introduction

Cancer remains to be one of the highest causes of morbidity and mortality throughout the world; it arises from the growth of malignant cells into masses referred to as tumors; they cause DNA mutations leading to acquisition of epigenetic changes promoting oncogenesis and carcinogenesis with several diseases [1]. Some of these cancers are spreading from their tissue to other parts in the body in a process called metastasis [2, 3]. Cancers can be categorized according to their tissue and/or organ of origin; carcinomas, for example, are cancers spreading in tissues covering all the body organs. Not all cancers are malignant; some cancers such as leukemia, lymphoma, and myeloma are referred to as nonsolid cancers [3]. Cancer causes series of genetic alterations elevated from several external factors including alcohol, smoking [4], and sunlight. Most of cancers in head and neck are caused by alcohol, and about 86% of skin cancer is raised from sunlight exposure [5, 6]. The death cases of cancer were recorded in 2018 to be about 18.1 million occurring in Asia, Europe, and Americas and will reach about 18.1 million deaths in 2030 [7]. The most common types cancer among men are lung, stomach, prostate, and colorectal cancer, while among women are lung, breast, cervix, and colorectal cancers [8]. Cell transformation is a process by which the normal cells altered to cancer cells; according to
this belief, the studies around this field is very extensive but the mechanism of cancer remains unclear [9]. This information made it impossible to understand the progression of the tumor by which the bacteria may be the cause, or colonize, or treat the cancer [10]. Bacterial chronic infections are important cancer-related factors due to the effect of bacteria on cell cycle and its ability to attack the immune system and cause immune suppression [11] by several mechanisms including inflammation, lymphoproliferation, and induction of the hormones that increase the epithelial cell proliferation [12]. During inflammation, the phagocytes are recruited to the site of infection accompanied by secretion proinflammatory cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factor and chemokines which attract other cells to the site of infection, which amplifies the immune response; thus, stimulation of renewed cell division occurs leading to mutations, deletions, or translocations as damaged DNA promotes the development of cancer cells [13]. The damage in DNA is similar to the carcinoma caused by the genes that altered the control of normal cells and finally apoptosis [10]. The germ theory of cancer was first proposed in the early 20th century, and after that, they implicated the bacterium Helicobacter pylori and later Fusobacterium nucleatum in the development of gastric and colorectal cancers [14]. Several studies indicate that patients with colorectal cancer carry a large proportion of bacteria responsible for inflammatory diseases in the gastrointestinal tract, which is also able to produce toxins and oncogenic metabolites [15].

On the other hand, cancer therapies including chemotherapy, surgery, and radiotherapy as conventional therapies have increased rates of survival against cancer worldwide [16]; cancer treated by therapeutic strategies is called chemotherapy; it is employed worldwide, but most of these drugs are incapable of completely penetrating into the tumor location, because they are not specific and harm all the cells in the body (damaged and normal cells). Therefore, it is important to use other ways for treating cancer [17], because surgery removes the solid tumor and the use of continuous chemotherapy leads to resistance and finally an oxygen deficiency from the cancer environment that determines radiation penetration. All these reasons have made scientists think about using another alternative to treat cancer, and the best solution is bacteria; they have the ability to kill cancer cells and the body does not have any resistance against them and remains sensitive in addition to the ability of bacteria to colonize in hypoxic core [18, 19]. For example, BCG for treatment of urinary bladder cancer was found very effective compared with chemotherapy, and trail use of Salmonella enterica in dogs affected with tumor reported benefit from the traditional treatment [20]. The effectiveness of cancer-targeting bacteria on tumor is not directly compared with that of the other cancer therapies, as the bacteria begin to affect cancer from the depth of the tumor, then followed by the antitumor immune response [21].

Bacteria cancer therapy (BCT) opens doors for cancer treatment completely, although the mechanism of bacteria to kill cancer cells is poorly understood [22]. The relationship between cancer and bacteria was first observed by two researchers Busch and Fehleisen; they showed that the patients with erysipelas infection caused by Streptococcus get carcinomas [23]. The microbiota (the commensal microorganisms in the human body) is necessary for healthy survival and regulation of function. On the other hand, the microbiota controls cancer during stages of predisposing conditions, initiation, susceptibility to immune response, genetic instability, progression, and interaction with the therapy [24]. The other therapeutic approaches of bacteria in cancer manipulation are DNA vaccine and antitumor metabolites [25].

However, since the interactions between the microbiome and the host are very diverse, it is difficult to determine their exact contributions to the development of cancer. In particular, it has been shown that pathogenic bacteria manipulate and exploit the position of the human host cell in different ways throughout different stages of the infection cycle. In this review, we highlighted on bacterial traits which make them carcinogenic agents and how live bacteria interact with tumor environment to stimulate tumor regression. And, we also provide examples of several bacterial species that induce the development of cancer. Finally, we provide different ways to engineer bacteria to improve effectiveness and safety for use as bacterial cancer therapies.

2. Cancer Induced by Bacterial Infection

Actually, the development and origin of tumor cells are unknown due to the transformations of cell need long time [9]. The cell transformation may occur spontaneously [26] by presence of carcinogenic physical factors such as X-ray induction [27], carcinogenic chemical factors [28], or microorganisms [29]. There is no evidence to prove the role of bacteria in the initiation of tumor, but microbiota may induce the further progress of cancer [30]. There are several studies that showed that the bacteria are carcinogenic and tumor-stimulating agents; they have the ability to produce toxins that change the cell regulating signals leading to cell growth regulation [31]. Normally, the immune system works against the tumor formation, but the chronic bacterial infection invades the immune system and induces the immune responses which play important roles in carcinogenesis by releasing cytokines from proinflammatory cells and free oxygen radicals such as reactive oxygen species (ROS) [32, 33]. Some strains of bacteria have been observed to be carcinogenic (Figure 1), for example, Helicobacter pylori with gastric cancer, Salmonella typhi with hepatothelial carcinoma, Campylobacter jejuni with small intestinal lymphomas, Chlamydia psittaci with ocular lymphomas, Mycobacterium tuberculosis with lung cancer, and Citrobacter rodentium with human colorectal cancer [34]. Approximately 16% of all cancers in the world might be caused by microorganisms; especially liver cancer and gastrointestinal tract cancer were identified to be bacterial related [35]. Among these, colonic carcinoma was associated with the presence of endocarditis caused by Streptococcus bovis in 1951; in 1974, the association between Streptococcus bovis and colorectal neoplasia was recognized [36].

When it was discovered that bacteria are the cause of many infectious diseases, it was accepted that cancer does
not act as an infectious or contagious disease. Thus, the concept of bacterial involvement was carcinogenic was unacceptable [37]. In 1890, Russel first introduced the possibility of cancer caused by bacteria. A few years later, Thomas Glove [38] in 1926 mentioned that certain bacteria could constantly be isolated from neoplastic tissue. In 1931, Hodgkin’s acid-linked disease was found quickly to be caused by bacteria [39]. In 1931, it was observed that Hodgkin’s disease was related with acid-fast bacteria [40]. Later, in 1941, George Mazet reported that both leukemia and Hodgkin’s diseases were constantly linked to bacteria [39]. In 1953, White claimed that antibodies against anti-cancer bacteria had a protective effect. In 1953, Diller reported the isolation of highly polymorphic bacteria from the cancer tissue [42].

Besides the outer surface of bacteria is a complex structure which is capable of activating the immune system, the pathogenic bacteria have modifications in the outer surface for escape from the immune system to enhance the significant survival. For example, the outer surface of Gram-negative bacteria is covered with a polysaccharide capsule that limits the complement activation by structures like shield on the membranes of E. coli, Haemophilus influenzae, Streptococcus pneumoniae, and Neisseria meningitidis and they finally do not engulfed by phagocytosis [6, 43–46].

2.1. Salmonella enterica and Gallbladder Cancer. Gallbladder cancer is a fatal disease with notable geographical differences around the world and a tendency towards women. The main risk factor is prolonged exposure to gallstones, although bacterial infection and other inflammatory diseases are also associated [47]. Other factors include aging, low socioeconomic status, chronic infections by S. typhi and H. pylori, exposure to pollutants, heavy metals, and chemicals, and smoking in patients with identified gallbladder stones that promote cancer. These risk factors work in conjunction with an additive method which increases the incidence and accelerates the development of gallbladder cancer [48].

Salmonella enterica subspecies enterica serovar typhi (Salmonella typhi), a causative agent of typhoid fever, is colonized in the gallbladder leading to cause asymptomatic infection and gallstones, and this association is, in turn, indicated as a foremost predisposing factor for the improvement of most gallbladder cancers due to the fact that Salmonella typhi produces a typhoid toxin; it is probably a carcinogen, which induces the damage in DNA and alterations in cell cycle programmed in intoxicated cell [49]. Also, there is a bacterial protein known as AvrA from Salmonella which plays an important role in the identification of chronic infection [50]. These bacteria could survive the environment in the gallbladder by forming a biofilm which is associated with antibiotic resistance and immune system evasion and also with bacterial persistence [51]. The production of biofilms by S. Typhi may be a major factor in promoting persistent gallbladder infection, thus maintaining a chronic local inflammatory response and exposing the epithelium to repeated damage caused by cancer-causing toxins [49].
There are many combination factors that may induce the gallbladder cancer including cholelithiasis, genetic predisposition, slenderess, exposure to certain chemicals, reproductive factors, congenital abnormalities, and chronic infections by microorganisms; therefore, the kind of this cancer is unique [52]. Besides, the infection of S. typhi (typhoid) can progress leading to gallbladder cancer. Several studies demonstrated that people with S. typhi have increased risk of gallbladder carcinoma [53].

2.2. Bacterial Species and Oral Cancer. Several bacterial species in the oral cavity whether pathogenic or commensal strains have a real role in oral cancer by involving in chronic inflammation which leads to progress of oral carcinogenesis, for example, Porphyromonas gingivalis and Fusobacterium nucleatum induce the production of cytokines inflammation, proliferation of cell, inhibition of apoptosis, cellular invasion and migration, and finally alterations of cell genomic [54]. The habitat of oral cavity including 37°C temperature and pH = 6.5–7.5 of saliva represented optimum location for bacterial species; saliva is used as nutrients by the bacteria in the oral cavity [55]. Microbiome means all microorganisms in the human body; oral microbiome represents all the microorganisms in oral cavity which comprise more than 600 bacterial species [56]. Periodontal bacteria are the main pathogens of the oral cavity and the main cause of chronic periodontitis in adults, but their association with the occurrence and diagnosis of cancer is controversial [57]. Gastrointestinal carcinomas are often seen in patients suffering from periodontitis. This type of cancer may have some bacterial origin; some studies showed that the peptidyl arginine deiminase enzymes found in oral bacteria are responsible for point mutations called p53 which occurred in pancreatic cancer patients [58].

Despite the long distance between the oral cavity and the colon, they are distinguished by having a large number of distinct microbiota; studies show that bacteria in the oral cavity have the ability to be present in the colon as they change the composition of the resident bacteria leading to intestinal dysbiosis, stimulating the immune system, inflammatory response, and finally colon cancer [59]. Microbial dysbiosis is associated with many diseases, including several kinds of cancers such as colon, stomach, esophagus, pancreas, larynx, breast, and gallbladder. Cancer cells have the ability to reuse preexisting metabolic symbiosis and recycle nonmalignant cells and the resident microbiota relationships and create a new metabolic symbiosis, which leads to profound changes in the local microenvironment [60].

Despite 15% of oral cancer remaining mysterious, oral cancer is a health problem leading to high rates of mortality with several demonstrated studies about the possible role of bacteria in oral carcinoma via inhibition of apoptosis, activation of cell proliferation, promotion of cell invasion, induction of inflammation, and production cancer. Among oral bacteria, Porphyromonas gingivalis and Fusobacterium nucleatum show strong oral carcinoma in vitro and in laboratory animals [61, 62]. Currently, four common residents of the oral cavity were identified as potential bacteriostatic agents for oral carcinogenicity; these are Porphyromonas gingivalis, Fusobacterium nucleatum, Treponema denticola, and Streptococcus anginosus. They may encourage the formation of tumors and the development of oral cancer by causing chronic inflammation, promoting migration, invasion, and programmed cell inhibition, increasing cell proliferation, suppressing the immune system, and producing carcinogens [63].

2.3. Helicobacter pylori and Gastric Cancer. Gastric cancer is associated with infection by the bacteria Helicobacter pylori which leads to formation of lymphoma containing B cell proliferation and causing genetic abnormalities; other bacteria found to have a widespread association with carcinoma are Salmonella typhi in gallbladder cancer, Chlamydia trachomatis in cervical cancer, Chlamydia pneumonia and Streptococcus bovis in lung cancer, and Bacteroides fragilis and Fusobacterium nucleatum in colon cancer [64]. H. pylori is Gram-negative bacteria that colonize in stomach of 50% of people. Several studies have confirmed the relationship between these bacteria and cancer; H. pylori is listed as a human carcinogenic agent in 1994 by the International Agency for Research on Cancer [12, 65]. The infection with H. pylori causing high levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in gastric cancer cells compared with that in uninfected cells. Cell growth was inhibited after infection by these bacteria due to unregulated expression of pChk1 and pChk2. Infection of H. pylori is able to induce DNA breaks and cell cycle activation after ROS generation in gastric cancer cells [66]. The expression of cytidine deaminase, reactive of oxygen species, and reactive nitrogen species in gastric epithelial cells may be linked to H. pylori-related inflammation and DNA damage [67]. Aberrant DNA methylation in gastric cancer is induced by multiple driver genes and related with specific subtypes such as instability of microsatellite. Most studies showed that several types of cancer-related pathways are often altered by aberrant DNA methylation than mutations [68].

Currently, Helicobacter pylori is identified as the fourth common malignancy for gastric cancer and mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT). However, from all the infected people with gastritis, only 1-2% developed to gastric cancer, and the mechanisms of pathogenicity are unclear, but the possibility of microbiota in the stomach makes the link between the Helicobacter pylori and gastric carcinoma [69, 70]. H. pylori produces channel-forming toxin known as vacuolating cytoxin A (VacA), which is unrelated to other bacterial toxins. Most of these bacteria produce this toxin by containing vacA gene, and it is believed that the activity of this gene is linked to the ability of bacteria to stimulate gastric cancer [71]. In addition, some studies investigated and evaluated the regulatory function of microRNAs in H. pylori pathogenicity especially in gastric cancer [72]. Pathogenic factors of H. pylori, such as cytoxin, pathogenicity island (cag), and oncoprotein called cytoxin-associated gene A (CagA), are involved in the carcinogenic process [73]. Furthermore, the possibility of H. pylori
contributes to modulating the risk of developing other gastrointestinal cancers (including pancreatic, liver, esophageal, and colorectal cancers), although these associations are still not mechanically explained [74]. Therefore, the screening, treatment, and prevention of H. pylori colonization can decrease gastric cancer. Additional involvement may lead to a similar effect, despite their small size, include promoting a healthy lifestyle including dietary measures, low alcohol consumption, nonsmoking, and adequate physical activity [75].

2.4. Gut Microbiota and Gastrointestinal Tract Cancer. Gut microbiome means all symbiotic microorganisms in the human gastrointestinal tract which defends against the pathogens and maintains the immune balance; however, any changes of the gut microbiome leading to the initiation of liver diseases include liver cancer [76]. Recently, several studies revealed that liver cancer occurred from the production of molecules by the gut microbiome (like LPS, BAs, and LTA) which contributes to the unregulated immune system in the liver [77]. There are several species of gut microbiome that may be linked and increase the risk of colon cancer by chronic infection of intestinal tissues such as Escherichia coli and some species of Streptococci [78, 79]. Colon cancer is one of the common types of cancer that arises from diet conditions and genetics. Diet changes the composition of intestinal microbiota, especially organisms that have a role in creating colon cancer such as Bacteroides fragilis which release toxin that induces the signal transducer which activate T-cell response, resulting in colorectal cancer [80]. Intestinal microbes have a significant effect on immune cells in the lamina propria, which affects inflammation and thus cancer. The availability of nutrients, which is the result of diet and energy balance, limits in the abundance of some energy metabolites which are important factors for epigenetic enzymes and thus affects the genetic regulation of gene expression [81]. Several studies have proposed that gut microbiota and its metabolic activities not only are linked to inducing cancer by stimulating inflammation and immune dysregulation but also interferes with the pharmacodynamics of anticancer agents [82]. Evidence confirming the ability of gut microbiota to modify the host’s response to chemotherapy drugs is increasing, by three important clinical results: facilitating drug efficacy, cancellation, and waiver of anticancer effects and toxicity mediation. This implies that intestinal microorganisms are critical to the progress of personalized malignance treatment strategies [83]. Two species of bacteria Fusobacterium nucleatum and E. coli play an important role in the development and metastasis of colorectal cancer [84]. On the other hand, there are some species of bacteria that have a little role in the establishment and development of colon cancer such as Bifidobacterium longum, Clostridium clostridioformae, and Ruminococcus [85].

2.5. Fusobacterium nucleatum and Colorectal Cancer. Human intestinal microbiota plays a main role in human health and diseases, including colorectal cancer. Colorectal carcinogenesis is a heterogeneous process with a different set of somatic molecular changes, influenced by diet, environmental and microbial exposure, and host immunity [86]. Some bacterial species play an important role in colorectal cancer, including Helicobacter pylori, Streptococcus bovis, Enterococcus faecalis, Bacteroides fragilis, Clostridium septicum, E. coli, and Fusobacterium spp. [87]. Fusobacterium species are part of the oral gut and human intestine. Metagenomic analysis showed Fusobacterium nucleatum in the colon and rectal cancer tissue [86]. Many researchers have confirmed that F. nucleatum is clearly associated with colorectal cancer and promotes the development of colorectal tumors [88].

Fusobacterium nucleatum is a Gram-negative obligate anaerobic bacterium found in the oral cavity in humans, and it is involved in many diseases such as tonsillitis, sinusitis, periodontitis, gingivitis, liver abscess, and appendicitis [89-91]. Fusobacterium nucleatum activates the macrophages and makes it proliferate and migrate, inducing the synthesis of proinflammatory cytokines leading to colorectal cancer [92, 93]. Colorectal cancer is the fourth leading cause of cancer in worldwide, which occurs through several mechanisms including genetic, environment, life style, and role of bacterial chronic infections in development of colorectal cancer [94]. The important mechanisms of Fusobacterium nucleatum involved in colorectal cancer are immune modulation (such as increased myeloid-derived inhibitory cells and natural killer-inhibiting receptors), virulence factors (such as FadA and Fap2), tRNA (such as miR-21), and bacterial metabolism [95].

Failure of chemotherapy is the main cause of recurrence and poor prognosis in colorectal cancer patients. Several studies revealed that the nucleus of Fusobacterium was abundant in the tissues of colorectal cancer in patients with repeated chemotherapy and was associated with the patient’s clinical characteristics. Moreover, our vital functional studies showed that F. nucleatum strengthened the colorectal cancer resistance to chemotherapy [96].

Microbiota in the intestine contributes to colorectal cancer via the pro-oncogenic activities and also via induction of the wider bacterial community, especially its metabolome [97]. Dysbiosis means that the harmful bacteria outperform the benign bacteria, leading to diseases, including cancers [98]. Indeed, the gut microbiota undergoes many changes in composition during colorectal cancer; this indicates the main role of dysbiosis in colorectal cancer [87].

2.6. Microbiome and Breast Cancer. Breast cancer globally is considered to be the cause of death among women. Anatomically, the breast composed of an epithelium, stroma, and mucous immune system which form a complex microenvironment. Recently increased awareness of the role of microbes in the microenvironment has led to a series of important results for human health [99]. The commensal microorganisms associated with normal breast tissue and breast diseases are not well understood. Collectively, studies have revealed that breast tissue has a distinct microbiome with specific types fertilized in the breast tissue itself, as well
as exudation of the nipple and intestinal bacteria for women with breast cancer [98].

Several studies showed the existence of diverse species of bacteria in breast tissue of healthy human [100] due to the favorable environment for the bacterial growth in breast by containing fatty tissue and extensive vasculature and lymphatic drainage [101]; these bacteria play important roles for supporting the development and immune system maturation in neonates [102]. Recent studies revealed unique microbiome in breast tissue; this microbiome varies from healthy women to breast cancer patients. The role of certain bacteria in breast cancer is complex, including the interactions between bacteria and host cells [102]. Chen et al. have shown that particular species of microbiome exist in breast tissue with bacteria in the nipple and gut in women suffering from breast cancer; these bacteria modulate the therapeutic response and are used as biomarkers for knowing the stage of breast cancer and diagnosing it [98]. It was found that women with breast cancer had higher relative abundance bacilli, *staphylococci*, and *E. coli*, isolated from breast cancer patients, and they demonstrated induction of DNA at double-stranded breaks in HeLa cells by using histon-2AX (H2AX) phosphorylation (γ-H2AX) assay [103]. In fact, some bacteria have been shown to help develop cancer in the lab by promoting genomic instability, invasion, and resistance to chemotherapy. However, the role of the breast microbiome in vivo cancer appears to be more complex, as it includes many interactions between its component species and host cells [102].

3. Mechanisms of Carcinogenic Action

Mechanisms of bacteria which induce carcinogenesis include chronic infection as well as immune evasion and immune suppression; chronic infections alters the cell growth by disturbing the cell cycle resulting in the damage in DNA similar to that caused by genes that transformed the control of normal cells and converted them to abnormal ones [10].

Several bacterial mechanisms may influence the oncogenesis by promoting cancer through effects on transformation of cell or production of toxins; these mechanisms include deleterious alterations in the physiological host process, induction of hormones which increases the epithelial cell proliferation, and antigen-lymphoproliferation [12]. In fact, active and passive mechanisms do not depend on the strain or do not exclude each other, as bacteria may use both pathways to specifically target the tumors.

Resident microbiota and the host constitute a complex “superorganism” in which symbiotic relations give benefits to the host in several key components of life. The defects in the host’s regulatory circuits that regulate bacterial sensing, or changes in the microbiome, via environmental changes, such as chronic infection, diet, or lifestyle, may disturb this symbiotic relationship and stimulate diseases [104]. The bacterial chronic infection is of great importance and can cause carcinoma in different processes; gallbladder cancer usually comes from gallstone disease in case of late diagnosis and poor treatment [105]. Chronic infections by bacteria will stimulate the immune system especially the phagocytic activity and increased oxidative stress on the contiguous cells which induce the release of oxygen radicals such as reactive oxygen (ROS) that leads to the leakage of cell membrane and DNA [1, 106]. *Salmonella typhi* is able to produce beta-glucuronidase, leading to deconjugation of conjugated toxins and bile acids; these products potentially stimulate the gallbladder carcinoma [107]. The glucuronidase enzyme was responsible for the production of intermediate substances which has the ability to bind with DNA potentially resulting in mutations [108]. On the other hand, *Chlamydia pneumoniae* invades the lung in smoking individuals according to some researches resulting in the production of nitric oxide (NO) and other oxygen radicals; all of these play an important role in lung tissue and DNA damage resulting in lung cancer [109]. Microorganisms including bacteria promote colorectal cancers by different processes such as promotion of the chronic inflammation, production of toxins, or biosynthesis of genotoxins [110]. For example, there are several carcinogenic mechanisms of *F. nucleatum*, most important of them are chronic infections, interaction of the cell surface molecules of these bacteria with the immune system, immune evasion, and immune suppression. Other mechanisms include the virulence factors of the *F. nucleatum* nucleus such as FadA, Fap2, and LPS and cell wall extracts which may act as effector molecules in the transformation of normal epithelial cells into cancerous cells [111]. The progression of colorectal cancer with driver and passenger bacteria is shown in Figure 2; the disease begins with driver bacteria to the initiation of tumorigenesis and alteration of the intestinal environment, leading to the overgrowth of passenger bacteria and finally the development of colorectal cancer [112]. The mechanism of genetic mutation which occurred from invasion by bacteria changed in the intestinal environment and damaged the DNA; carcinoma is very complex [113]. Bacteria and other microorganisms may cause infection and inflammation in tissues such as colitis, hepatitis, and gastritis which are cancers in humans at different sites because the production of nitric oxide and other oxygen radicals from infected and inflamed tissues contributes to the processing of carcinoma [109].

4. Bacteria in Cancer Therapy

Cancer is not an infectious disease, that is, it does not transmit from person to another, but microorganisms play an important role increasing the chance of infection. Cancer causes many physical and psychological problems for the affected patients and their families, in addition to increasing state expenses. For these reasons, estimating these novel treatments in clinical circumstances is of great importance. Treatment of cancers by conventional therapies including surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and new therapies comprising immunotherapy has increased the survival among patients. All of these therapies fight against cancer by inducing the immune system by release of inflammatory cytokines to make the immune system strong and capable of eliminating the tumors [1]. But, these therapies of cancers
are difficult because there are several problems including the volume, site, stage, metastasis of tumor tissue, and non-specific toxicity toward the normal cells. On the other hand, emerging resistance from long time exposed to conventional therapies reduces the effectiveness of chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and immunotherapy and finally losing the control of tumor [114]. The late stage of cancer that is sensitive to the conventional therapies becomes resistant later. Cancer vaccines and biological therapies are helpful to tumor cells in addition to conventional therapies, because they are characterized by less toxicity and specific targeting of tumor cells [115].

4.1. Bacteria Stimulate the Immune Response. Microbiota is an important factor in the progression the immune response. The interaction between the human body and resident microbiota is well balanced in healthy individuals, but its breakdown can lead to several diseases [116]. Stimulating inflammation as a result of the immune response promotes bacterial transmission to neoplastic tissue, which in turn promotes the production of inflammatory cytokines and subsequently leads to the development of tumor growth [117]. The cells of the innate immune system are located in the front of the microbiome host. These cells can sense the microorganisms or their metabolic products, translate signals into host physiological responses, and regulate microbial ecology. Distractions may contribute to the communication between the innate immune system and intestinal microbes in complex diseases [118].

For more than a century, efforts have focused primarily on amplifying the mechanisms of immune activation that humans use to eliminate invaders such as viruses and bacteria. An “immune enhancement” strategy often leads to rare objective responses and repeated immune-related adverse events (irAEs) [119].

Microbiota affects local and systemic infections. Inflammation contributes to the development and treatment of cancer, but it is still not clear whether opposing bacteria affect the inflammation in the sterile tumor microenvironment. Thus, the optimal immune response for cancer therapy requires commensal microbiota whose effects are mediated by modifying myeloid-derived cell functions in the cancer microenvironment [120]. Bacteria are regarded as antitumor agents through salvation of tumor cells by depletion of required nutrients [121] and enhancement of immune system by different mechanisms including activation of the inflammasome, for example, Salmonella typhi activates the pathway of inflammasome by breaking down the signals from tumor cells [122], T cell responses and release of CD4, CD25 and CD8 such as E. coli are able to degrade of tumor cells by induce to production of T cell and release of CD8 [123], release of TNF-α induced by Salmonella enterica could degrade the tumor cells via the initiation of blood flow into tumors [124]. Salmonella enterica is a facultative anaerobic
bacterium characterized by its ability to colonized and proliferate inside the macrophage and dendritic cells, therefore used for vaccination [125]. Previous studies showed that antigens of Helicobacter pylori activate the NK cells to secrete IFN-γ. There is also a noticeable synergistic effect in NK cells stimulated by bacterial lysate and low levels of IL-12, which is the cytokine produced by macrophages and dendritic cells in the stomach infected with H. pylori, which causes at least half of the gastric cancers [126].

4.2. Oncolytic Bacteria. For more than a century, a group of researchers have revealed the possibility of using bacteria to kill cancerous tumors. This treatment causes an immune response that rejects the tumor and protects the patient from recurrence of the disease. Then, another group of researchers used different bacteria to test their antitumor activity in animal models and patients. The basis for these tests indicates an innate immune response that is activated by bacteria. Finally, various publications covered many aspects of oncolytic bacteria [127].

Bacteria have many benefits compared with the traditional treatments, for example, Clostridium spp. can grow and proliferate in the tumor cells because it provides anaerobic conditions and adequate metabolic nutrients [17]. Clostridium novyi is a wild strain that has the ability to remove the lethal toxin gene through inhibiting the phage by carrying the gene existing in the spores; then, the spores will grow perfectly into the tumor, resulting in the destruction of the tumor [17, 128]. Clostridium spp. is obligate anaerobic bacteria that colonize and proliferate in necrotic regions of solid tumor because these bacteria forming endospores are of capable germinating in these regions; therefore, Clostridium species are regarded as tumor delivery agents for cancer therapy (Figure 3) [129].

Rolim et al. observed that the bacterial activities reduce the development of tumors by several methods such as regulation the effects on environment of the tumor, change the tumor receptors, starvation and suffocation of cancer cells, enzymes and toxins secreted by bacteria, and genetic modification [130]. Nonpathogenic bacteria after genetically modification are favorites for potential antitumor agents by direct effects or excreted molecules [131]. When Salmonella was administrated into the solid tumor within hemorrhagic area, the bacteria will proliferate and consume the oxygen and nutrients, leading to necrotic regions of hemorrhaging area, destroy the blood vessels, and finally reduce the proliferation of tumor cells [34, 124]. Most bacteria have the ability to attack and colonize cancer cells, and in best cases, this leads to the treatment of cancer completely [132–134]. The recent studies demonstrated that the microbiome within the human body targeted the tumor cells because of decreased immune activity in the necrotic cores of tumor [135]; some bacteria can grow into tumors that are preferred for reproduction by consuming food and oxygen, causing cancer cells to starve and suffocate. This phenomenon opened the doors to the possibility of using nonpathogenic bacteria to deliver drugs into the tumor [136].

It is a true fact that cancer therapy and bacterial treatment are taken independently (Figure 4), so Singh et al. and his coworkers invented a dual drug called dualsome that eliminates cancer and at the same time gets rid of the curative bacteria in the cancerous tissue. Dualsome consists of three parts folic acid attached to the surface for imparting the cancer cell, antibacterial peptides on the surface such as sushiS3, and in the core, liposomes loaded with cancer conventional therapy (doxorubicin) [137].

4.3. Engineered Bacteria to Fight Cancer. Programmed bacteria become the appropriate and unique solution to these challenges [21]. Therefore, the other treatments of cancers are very necessary; therapeutic bacteria are one of these treatments able to defeat some of the problems of conventional cancer therapies. Bacteria play important roles as antitumorigenic agents by whole bacteria or cytotoxin or peptides carried by them [20]. One of effective cancer therapies is the use of toxins and spores of bacteria to eliminate the tumor cells. Since bacterial spores grow well in necrotic tissue and in anaerobic conditions, bacterial spores have been used to treat cancer. They play an important role in killing tumor cells or converting cancerous cells and returning them to normal [138].

Genetic engineering is a technique to insert modification material into the organism or alter the genetic material of the original organism. Genetic engineering of microorganisms is a new way to treat cancer because the studies that pertain to microbiome indicate an increase in the number of bacteria in the tumor tissue [135]. In fact, the presence of blood vessels in the cancerous tissue despite its irregular organization, it provides chance of survival from disease and the growth and proliferation of attenuated bacteria through the availability of nutrients [139, 140].

In 1868, the physician W. Busch observed regression of tumors in patients when they had a skin infection (erysipelas); he performed an experiment in which he chose a woman with cancer and put her on a tainted bed with Streptococcus pyogenes where he noticed that she had recovered from cancer, but that she remained infected with bacteria [141].

In 1891, the physician Dr. William Coley was the first to use the bacteria and their toxins in the treatment of cases ending with cancer; he used live Streptococcus pyogenes and killed them by heating and injected them into his patients. After that, Dr. Coley was able to develop a safe vaccine composed of two of bacterial species after killing them that include Streptococcus pyogenes and Serratia marcescens; the vaccine was later called Coley’s vaccine “Coley’s toxin” which was widely used for different types of cancers such as carcinomas and lymphomas [10, 142, 143]. In initial tests, the bacterium Salmonella was injected into the solid tumor, where it was observed that the cancer cells were killed. However, bacterial injection is considered unsafe for patients with immunocompromised tumor [144].

In 1976, bacterial cancer therapy by using Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) was established. The researchers Morales, Eidinger, and Bruce in this year used the attenuated
Figure 3: Engineered *Clostridium sporogenes* playing important roles as a delivery vector. In the beginning, the gene nitroreductase (PCE) is introduced into the chromosome of bacteria. Second, the engineered strains are put in specific environment to form spores. Third, the spores are injected into the lab mice infected with cancer. Forth, the spores colonize and the prodrug is transferred into the tumor cells causing tumor lysis (updated from [129]).

Figure 4: The difference between the types of cancerous treatments. Chemotherapy has a limited ability to penetrate neoplastic cells because it works by passive transport during the cell membrane compared with bacteria that can overcome these barriers by colonizing, increasing the proliferation and immune stimulation in cancer environment (updated from [7]).
Mycobacterium bovis for the treatment of bladder cancer successfully [145].

In the past, living bacteria including Streptococci and Clostridia were first used by clinicians for cancer therapy and to promote the survival in the animal models, after which genetic engineering was introduced for modifying the bacteria to convert it for bacterial therapies by different mechanisms including native toxin of bacteria, combination with other treatment, anticancer agents, gene transfer, expression of antigens, interference of RNA, and cleavage of prodrug [7, 146]. There are many genetically modified bacterial genera of the most important species, Salmonella, Clostridium, Lactobacilli, E. coli, Bifidobacterium, Pseudomonas, Streptococcus, Proteus, Caulobacter, and Listeria [20]. For example, Salmonella typhi and the materials that are derived from it can be used directly as antitumor agent and as vaccine [147].

Despite the successful use of weakened bacterial strains in cancer treatment, it does have many side effects, so it has been used probiotic such as E. coli Nissle 1971; it is very safe and without virulence genes [148]. Another probiotic is lactobacilli [149].

Recently, the world has turned to a new hope for the treatment of cancer by using engineering bacteria to carry special antibodies that have the ability to distinguish cancer cells. Among the cancer cells, there is a very dangerous subpopulation group with the ability to renew and differentiate into any of cell types causing tumor relapse [150]. Therefore, it is necessary to develop therapies targeting these subpopulations, the most important of which is genetically engineered bacteria including Trojan-horse bacteria that have the ability to express markers on tumor cells and dormant cells [151, 152].

It is necessary to genetically modify the bacteria before using it as a cancer therapy to reduce its pathological effect and increase its effectiveness to remove tumor cells. Bacterial therapies remove malignant cells in several ways, including the production of substances or stimulation of the immune response to cause inflammation [153].

There are several and unique mechanisms by which the bacteria target tumor tissue, the best example is using attenuated light-emitting Salmonella typhimurium wild strains that were defective in ppGpp synthesis, a group of researchers clearly established that bacteria accumulate entirely in tumors after intravenously injected in different types of tumor-bearing mice [154–157].

5. Conclusion

We have demonstrated the prominent ways in which bacteria can modify the formation of tumors. Besides stimulating cancer by disrupting the host’s normal defense processes such as inflammation and antigen recognition, some bacteria have also shown the production of tumor proteins by products of metabolism that have direct myogenic or mutagenic effects. There are also other potential mechanisms that we have mentioned, such as the role of bacterial infections as cofactors in the development of metastasis. Although conventional cancer treatments are still the dominant treatments, bacterial therapy has shown noticeable effects, due to its high specificity, its ability to control after ingestion, and its condition in many live studies. The method of bacteria targeting tumors is an ideal way to deliver therapeutic loads because of the tumor selectivity and its wide gene packaging capacity. However, there are still many problems for the use of bacteria in clinical practice as antitumor agents including bacterial toxicity, DNA instability, limited targeting efficiency, selection of safe and practical bacterial strains, and combination testing with other treatments. In spite of the great curative potential of engineered tumor-targeting bacteria, a successful treatment of cancer still expects a combination approach soon, because the heterogeneity of cancer, at the molecular and histological levels, makes it very difficult to achieve treatment using single anticancer agents. Although additional studies are needed to explain why bacteria are useful in targeting and growing tumors, it cannot be denied that the therapeutic ability of bacteria to target, penetrate, and reproduce in tumors is a promising feature that overcomes some of the current limitations of conventional treatments. Focusing on bacterial therapy by using genetically engineered bacteria alone or with conventional cancer treatment opens the doors for researchers to develop this treatment free of side effects, and it is possible to save humanity from cancer permanently.

In summary, it is expected that, in addition to the intrinsic antitumor effects, bacterial infection makes its most important involvement in tumor regression by activating a complex set of immune cells. Although the basic mechanism varies, bacteria are likely to offer a unique immunotherapy treatment strategy that can be enhanced by the advanced genetic engineering of bacterial strains.
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